
Training on

Social Impact Measurement.



¿What is a Work Integration Social Interprises (WISE)?

- an economic initiative;

- with non-profit nature;

- promoted by social entities specialized in the field of
employment and social inclusion;

- with a primary objective: to improve employability and
achieve the socio-labor insertion of people in situation or at risk
of social exclusion;

- through a personalized itinerary, of no more than 3 years
duration.



¿How WISEs are born in Spain?

- Origin: initiatives of social intervention, of non-profit character,
specialized in the field of social and labor insertion of people in
situation or risk of social exclusion.

- Entities that worked in training, orientation, labor intermediation,
considered a new intermediate work way (1980).

- Socioeconomic structures that anticipated WISEs (1990).



Considerations

- Unemployment: serious problem.

- Direct consequence: economic exclusion

social exclusion. 

- Employment: provider of income, rights, participation in social,
cultural and political dynamics. Central axis of the vital projects of
people.

- WISES: need to diversify / customize different strategies and
instruments for labor insertion.

- WISES: device for certain profiles that have exhausted other training
options to find a job.



Law 44/2007, of December 13, for WISES regulation 

- Workers: people in situations of social exclusion (PTI) unemployed and 
registered in the Public Social Services (Article 2).

- Insertion itinerary established by: Public Social SS., Public Employment 
SS., WISE, contracted person (article 3).

- Promotion by a non-profit entity (51%);

- Registration of legal form and Administrative Record in the Autonomous
Community of the WISE;

- PTI annual computation, first 3 years (30%), 5th year (50%);

- Application 80% results improvement exercise (structure / insertion);

- Annual balance (economic and social memory); (Article 5).



Measures to promote WISEs in Spain I

WISEs are beneficiaries of some aid measures for their social
function, over-cost PTI recruitment and job training:

- Public Aid (variable) of the Autonomous Communities for
creation, hiring (PTI, PTA, PTP ...), investment, training,
studies.

- Social Security contributions PTI (article 16. 3a).

- Bonuses for people who have completed the itinerary in
WISE (Article 6, Law 31/2015).

- Obligation of public institutions to set minimum reserves for
WISEs (Article 6, Law 31/2015).



Measures to promote WISEs in Spain II

- Law 31/2015, of September 9.

- In his art. 3 the WISEs are declared entities providing services
of general economic interest (SGEI).

- The social work of WISEs is thus recognized.

- Aid and promotional measures are justified to these.

- It provides legal security to those who exceed the de minimis
established by the EU.



Measures to promote WISEs in Spain III

- Law 9/2017, of November 8, on Contracts of the Public
Sector.

- It allows to "reserve participation" in tenders for WISEs.

- It promo the use of public procurement to achieve social
objectives.



What is FAEDEI?

- Federation of WISEs Business Associations.

- Non-profit entity.

- Born at the end of 2007.

- Only representative of WISEs in Spain.

- At this moment 12 Territorial Associations of WISEs.



Geographical
distribution



1. General data



Evolution of the number of WISES participants in the Social Balance



Scope of action of the WISES

* WISES of Catalonia are not included.



Geographical distribution



Legal forms of the WISES participants in the Balance



Legal forms of the Promoting Entities of the WISES
participants in the Balance



Main sectors of economic activity of the WISES

* WISES of Catalonia are not included.



Indicators of the social impact of WISES in 2017
Social Information



People who work in insertion (PTI) who receive Minimum Income from 
Insertion (RMI)



Modalities for hiring workers in insertion (PTI)



Time of permanence of the workers in insertion in WISES



Time of permanence of the workers in insertion in WISES
Indicators of labor insertion



Results of labor insertion in WISES
Indicators of labor insertion



2. Economic data



WISES indicators of economic impact
Economic analysis



WISES indicators of economic impact
Economic analysis



WISES indicators of economic impact
Economic analysis



WISES source of income



3. Economic Return



Economic Return
Return to public administrations via taxes *

* WISES of Catalonia are not included



Economic Return
Calculation of the Economic Return to Public Administrations *

* WISES of Catalonia are not included.



4. Evolution of indicators of 
social and economic impact



Evolution of the number of people working in insertion (PTI) contracted in 
WISES of Spain between the years 2010-2017



Evolution, broken down by gender, of the working staff in WISES of Spain 
between the years 2010-2017



Evolution of the number of people working in insertion (PTI) contracted WISES 
of Spain between the years 2010-2017



Comparison, 2010-2017, between billing - grants - other income from the 
WISES



Evolution of WISES invoicing 2010 - 2017



Evolution 2010 - 2017 of the Gross Added Value Generated (VAB)



Evolution of income from public grants to WISES 2010 - 2017



¡Thank you for your attention!
Aicha Belassir
FAEDEI Director
direccion@faedei.org

mailto:direccion@faedei.org
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